
Dachenhausen Goes Back to Back, Welsch Wins Father’s Memorial 

Ed Dachenhausen has been on a hot streak lately, taking both Open Wheel wins on July 1st in his Nascar 
Asphalt Modified, and Dirt Sportsman mounts, amassing five feature wins for the season, as well as, 
leading the points in both divisions. 

Dachenhausen extended his win total on Saturday, powering to the lead from his outside pole posi�on, 
over pole-siter John Cote. Cote would make various challenges early, but unable to make the pass, 
comes home second. Skip LaPolt, Bill Deak Sr, and Mike Dutka, would complete the top five. 

The Ronnie Welsch Memorial Nascar Street Stock race would keep fans on the edge of their seats. Kyle 
Welsch, son of Ronnie Welsch, would gain the pole posi�on via redraw, with Emerson Cargain Jr outside. 
Welsch would get away first, with third star�ng Joel Murns quickly jumping to second pressuring Welsch. 
By the fi�h circuit, Scot Tyler was in the mix in the top three. Murns mounted various side-by-side 
challenges, and with three to go it was anyones race, as the two were side-by-side once again, but a 
cau�on for Tyler spinning to avoid a lap car, would single file the field for the restart. Welsch got the 
jump, and never looked back, winning his Father’s 57 lap memorial race. Murns would hold on to 
second, with Cargain, Tyler and Tucker Katz rounding out the top five. 

2022 Nascar Pro Stock Champion Brandon Decker made his return to the speedway, a�er taking a couple 
of weeks off, to win the twenty lap event. 

Jeff Degroat goes back to back weeks, to take the checkers in the 4cyl Advance division, Chris Piasecki in 
Legends, Shane Turner in 4cyl Novice. Jordan Smith racked up his fi�h win on the season in INEX 
Bandoleros, and James Bauernfeind his seventh. 

Modifed 4cyl results were unavailable at press �me. 


